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Convo. on Mentally Disabled Provides Insights 
by John Bonazzi . 
The 11th Annual Convocation represented, population. For instance, Joseph express­
was held on Saturday, March 7, This was accomplished by ed some irritation at the recent 
at the Center for -Tomorrow. providing attorneys with practi­ decision in Rivers v. Katz, which 
The program; entitled "Profes­ cal, necessary information on held that· psychiatrists cannot 
sional Considerations in Repre­ subjects such as the role of treat mental patients without 
senting the Mentally Disabled," lawyers, psychiatric consulta!" their approval and judicial re­
was presented by the UB Law tions, the rights of institutional­ view. The dilemma here is that 
School and the UB Law Alumni ized persons, the judicial proc- many patients may refuse treat- _ 
Association. The program was ,, ess, and attorney fees. ment, yet require it to function 
co-sponsored by the UB.School Roger Stone, executive direc­ adeqliately 'in society. The law, 
· of Psychiatry, the first time tor of the Mental Health Associ­ then, in an effort to provide for · 
another department or school ation of Erie County, led off the the welfare of the mentally ill, 
has co-sponsored the Convoca­ program by speaking about the actually impedes therapeutic 
tion. lawyer's role in legal proceed­ progress. 
This year's Convocation was ings related to the mentally.dis­ In discussing the rights of in­
designed to· improve practice abled. He was followed by Dr. stitutior,ialized persons, a de­
skills and provide needed infor­ Brian Joseph, an associate clin­ bate was provided by two advo­
mation for lawyers who under­ ical professor at the Depart­ cates who work with the men­
take representation of the men­ ment of Psychiatry of the UB tally disabled in legal matters, 
tally disabled. Indeed, one of School of Medicine. yet represent different ends of 
the goals of the event was to Jos~ph gave an ' interesting the advocacy spectrum. · 
furnish area attorneys with and humorous talk on the role Beaufort Wilburn, an attor­
knowledge of ~he special· needs of the psychiatrist or other help­ ney froin Legal Services for the 
of the mentally disabled in an ef: ing professional in legal mat­ Elderly. and _Disabled, and 
fort to get more of them to un­ ters. 1-!e also provided insight Douglas Cream, a New York 
dertake representation of this into the impact of law on treat­ State Allsistant District Attor­
extremely needy, yet under- n:ient and therapeutic concern~. ney General, presented con-
Ewing's Book: Battered Women Who Kill 
Proposes Change for Self-Defense Rule . . 
. . . \ books today. · raped with items ranging from 
A UB forensic psychologist The battered women syn- electrical immersion coils to 
. and.law professor bas.called for drome is one which is complex b'r~om handles· and °been wit- . 
a radical change in the law and not well understood by the nesses to abu;e of their chil-
which would allow battered dren. womeh who kill their abusers public or by the court system. 
"People wonder why women They have had their tele­to claim_psychological self-de- phones ripped from the walls 
fense as a legal justification for ·ers put up with the abuse over and been tied to furniture or 
their actions. , • · 
who eventually kill their abus­
confined to locked closets to 
Charles Patrick Ewing, Ph.D., .. prevent their leaving when the 
J.D., proposes the legal change abuser was away from · the 
in his new book, Battered home. They have been subject­
Women Who Kill, published by ed to ·threats of more violence 
Lexington Books. Ewing is an if they tell relatives, friends or 
associate professor of law and the authorities of the abuse. · 
clinical associate professor of Frequently, they have no 
psychology at UB. money, no way to support them~ 
"Most battered women who selves or their children, -and no 
kill their batterers are convicted place to go if they did,_in fact, . 
of some degree of criminal Prof. Charles P. Ewing leave. In some cases, they have 
homicide despite pieas of self­ a long period of time. They also lived in isolated a,reas where 
defense and ample evidence of may feel the woman must have the only help would be miles 
repeated physical abuse they enjoyed the abuse in some per­ away.
suffered at the hands of the verse way or she ll'IRl>uld have Over time, Ewing theorizes, 
men they kill," Ewing said. left long before the incidents wo"1en who are repeatedly
A majority of these women ended in killil)g," Ewing said. abused and tortured lose their 
are convicted and serve time in Among some, there ll)ay be a sense of "self." They gradually 
prison, he said, because they do feeling a woman is "property" find them.selves becoming
riot kill in self-defense as it is of her husband or boyfriend 
"non-persons" - helpless and 
currently defin-ed by law. and thus he had an unspoken alone in a struggle to preserve
Current law, Ewihg argues, "right" to beat or abuse her. shreds of their original psycho­
narrowly defines self-defense Indeed the womah may have logical selves. They murder 
as a legal justification if the de­ sought recourse through the their abusers, Ewing believes, 
fendant. acted in fear of immi­ legal system, going so far,.as di­ when they are in imminent fear 
nent death or serious bodily in­ vorcing the abuser or fleeing to of destruction of their "psycho- , jury. other states. She may have ob­ logical selves." 
"The keyword is 'imminent,' " tained court orders which A major problem with the ac­
said Ewing, "for many of these would presumably prevent him cepted criteria for a plea of self­
women have suffered as seri- from having any contact with defense in a majority of the 
- ous abuse from the batterer on her. But even these steps, as cases of women who kill their 
other- occasions when they did Ewing's book points out, were abusers is simply that they 
not kill him." not enough to end the batter- often commit IT)Urder when the 
The legal criteria should ·be ing. threat of . imminent physical 
changed; he proposes, to in­ "The man may, at considera­ death or ,bodily injury is not 
clude psychological self-de­ ble effort and expense, find her present. 
fense as a legal justification in and continue the battering and "They may wait until the men 
these cases because the wom­ abuse," said Ewing. are sleeping to kill them or stab 
en killed to prevent their psy0 Women described - in B"'t­ or sho·ot when not actually 
chological selves . from being tered Women Who Kill have re­ threatened," the· UB forensic 
destroyed. This concept, he ad­ peatedly been· beaten with a psychologist said, "circum­
mits, is radically different than variety of instruments, run over stances which do not meet legal 
the perceived or actual threat · with or thrown from moving criteria for a plea of self-de-
of imminent physical death .or . vehicles, locked in houses set 
bodily injury necessary _for a afire, tortured with electrical de­
·plea of self-defense on the ~viees and burning cigarettes; co11ti1111e<i QII pagcJ 
flicting views on the rights of system effectively. 
the me.ntally ill and the level of The Hon. Theoi:lore Kasler of 
proof the government should the New York Supreme Court 
be required to meet before in­ spoke on the judicial process. 
fringing on the mentally dis­ He was critical of the strict 
abled person's constitutional guidelines imposed on judges 
liberties. in cases involving the mentally 
After a short break, William disabled. For instance, he as­
Cunningham, public adminis­ sailed the ruling in Rivers v. 
trator of the Erie County Surro­ Katz, saying that it both defies 
gate's Court, spoke on estate common sense and makes it _ 
proceedings, including conser­ difficult for the disabled to get 
vatorships and guardianships. the treatment they need. 
James Sheldon of Neighbor­ The last presentation was 
hood Legal Services followed given by Bruce Goldstein, a local -
with information on entitle­ attorney, who spoke on a sub­
ment programs for which the ject close to the hearts of most 
mentally disabled may be eligi­ lawyers - money. Obviously 
ble. important if more lawyers are 
Mark Mahoney, a noted de­ to be enticed into taking on 
fense lawyer and UB law pro­ these cases, Goldstein present­
fessor, addressed criminal pro­ ed methods of getting paid -
ceedings involving the men­ in some cases very well- for 
tally disabled. His prim~ry working on behalf of the men­
thesis was that the legal and tally disabled. 
treatment systems are inher­ A luncheon followed the 
ently different, and that 1awyers series of discussions, after 
need to be aware of those dif­ which the Jaeckle Award was 
ferences. presented to the Hon. Michael, 
For instance, he made the F. Dillon. The Jaeckle Award is 
point that the legal process is named for UB alumnus Edwin 
concerned with · adjudicating F. Jaeckie; class of 1915, and is 
blame, punishing, and remov- the highest honor the Law 
. iog the. otfende.r. fr-Q.t11 ..societ-t; • .•S,;;l}ooJ .~nd..tbe U8.Law Alumni 
the medical model, however, is Association can bestow. It is 
concerned with providing care; given annually to an individual 
rehabilitating and treating, and -.who has distinguished himself 
returning the patient to society. or herself, and who has made 
Operating on these differing · significant contributions to the · 
levels makes it extremely dif­ Law School and the legal pro­
ficult ~or the lawyer to use the fession. 
Brown ·& Bullard Represent 
UB at Douglass Moot Court 
by H. Todd Bullard nary round and had done quite 
The 1986-87 Frederick Doug­ well. 
las Moot Court Team comprised 
* * *of Greg Brown and H. Todd Bul­
lard traveled to Houston, Tex. In addition to the National 
to compete in the National Fred­ Moot Court Competition, the 
erick Douglas Moot Court Com­ Annual Convention for the Na­
petition. tional Black Law Students Asso­
Twelve teams representing ciation was held. There were 
six regions took part in the com­ over 350 students and dele­
petition. The competition was gates representing over 200 law 
very keen considering the fact schools present at .the affair. 
that to qualify each team had This year's convention theme 
to be one of the two top teams was "Unveiling the Truth to 
in its region. Serve Tomorrow." The pur­
The Northeast Region was pose for this theme·was to in­
represented by the University still a sense of unity among fu­
of Buffalo and Rutgers School ture Black attorneys to use their 
of Law/Newark. Other teams in­ much-needed skills to serve the 
cluded Tulane University, Uni­
versity of Baltimore, University continued on page I I 
of Puget Sound, Texas South­
ern University, Hastings School 
of Law, Drake University, Mer- · inside 
cer University, Oklahoma Uni­
versity, -University of Southern 
California and UCLA. SBA . 
Although the Buffalo team Candidates . . . 2, S 
was very competitive, it missed 
qualifying for the semifinal 
round. However, the Rutgers The Boy 
Newark team qualified for the Mechanic 7
semifinals before being elimi­
nate~ by the University of Okla_­
homa team, which eventually ALSA Lecture . 10 
won the competition. Tulane 
University was the second 
place team. The Buffalo team · ·Race Judicata . . 11 
had argued against the Okla-
.• homa team io th.e first prelimi_:_ 
S/J,t/·C~ /JtJ<Jhd e~ ************ 
****** 
achieve full student representa­
tion. 
It is important · also to ask 
President Sample why theFor instance, if 200 students that will continue and expandother graduate and other pro­
wanted Property II, the adminis­ upon the activist/open govern­fessional programs have im­
tration, if economically feasi­ ment role it has staked outproved on a national level, and ble, could arrange over the five under Brett Gilbert. the law School has faltered. We 
month period to provide for ad- • Ihave a great respect for Brett must also ask the Law School 
ditional professors and/or because he sees the position ofadministration when and if 
courses, as needed. If registra­ SBA president as much morethere will ever be an identifiable 
tion was run this way, the drop/ than organizing great parties atphysical entity for the Lalf'
add period would have to run local drinking establishments.School. We have to make the parallel with the first day of . This administration had theUniversity realize that we have 
class. courage to take on the hard,to grow with the overall expan­
This would create a real drop/ political issues, such as calling ..sion scheme and be an. integral 
add period and not an extended for the University to ,abide bypart ofthe University of Buffalo. 
registration period, as it is now. SUNY guidelines regarding Star The SBA itself has to be more If registration and drop/add Wars research, and attemptingstructured. Some of the meet­
were changed, it would allow a to remove the Defense Depart­ings are out of control, andlonger summer because stu­ ment's Judge Advocate Gen­people are cutting each other 
John Williams, President dents won't have to worry eral Corps (JAGC) and their dis­Andy Bechard, Presidentoff. We must remember that
about registering. criminatory hiring practicesFirst, I think that it js impor­ this is an open forum and weAnother area that always I ain Andrew Bechard, a sec­ from the UB campus (JAGC dis­tant to acknow_ledge the fact must respect other views and poses problems is student ond year student taking the criminates in regard to sexualthat we students have it pretty feelings. The SBA must alsoinput into the governance ofthe Jaeckle Center course concen­ orientation). · good around here, but like all emphasize that we are notLaw School. For the last two tration in state and local gov- · While there has been muchthings, the Law School is not wasting student money. Manyyears, I have watched enthusi­ ernment law, which I eventually debate on this Career Develop­perfect. I have no set formula students don't realize that we
astic students compete for hope to use to pursue a career ment Office Non-Discrimina­to achieve perfection, but I do financially sponsor every event 
seats on the Law School com­ in lobbying or government and - tion Policy (it has been calledhave some valuable insights to of all clubs. 
mittees. These committees are public policy formation at the on one side a "token gesture"
use in striving to make the Law I also feel that the SBA hassupposed to represent our part local, state or national level. and on the other a "conclusionSchool a better place. stepped into the realm of polit­of governing the Law School. Some of the summer intern­ reached purely on moralThe major problem that ical expression; something that Most of these committees don't ship opportunities I am investi­ grounds"!?), it is essential that plagues the law students seems the student body did not expli­meet at all, or at best once a gating are with USPIRG and this policy be pursued in the in­to be course registration. The citly sanction us to do. I wouldyear. Public Citizen, two non-profit, terest of the gay community intruth of the matter . is that the opt for referendums on any Washington, D.C.-based and the Law School and on the cam­
registration process may never According to some school of­ controversial, political issues. Nader-affiliated lobbying and pus as a whole. .be perfect, but it can be im­ ficials, there is nothing to di\l­ We may be voted into office, organizing groups. I am also in­ While tbere are a number ofproved. cuss, so therefore there is no but we are not dictators. Let the 
vestigating a possible New other important issues in thisI think that it would be wiser need for meeting. I can't believe students voice their opinions York State Assembly internship election, I would place empha­to conduct registration in the that no academic policies, bud­ on political matters; then the in Albany, or working in Ottawa sis on the following areas:Spring for the following Fall get problems, or admission student body as a whole takes as an administrative aid to a Professor Betty Mensch hassemester. Thi~ would make the problems have arisen in the last a stand. New Democratic Party member pointed up that women and . administration aware of any two years. If I am wrong our This is my second year on the of the Canadian Parliament. minority faculty hirir:ig has been problems, and enable it to make school rankings should have SBA. I have some valuable ex­ While I have never held a Stu­ lagging. I will propose that thisthe necessary adj'ustments to gone up and not dropped to.38. perience to bring to the job. dent Bar Association elected be a priority of the students thatmeet student needs. As president, I would fight to Please vote for me. position, I have been active with are chosen for the Faculty ,Ap­
a myriad of Law School organi­ pointments Committee. 
zations and committees. I am a The parking situation coridn­**** **** steering committee member ues to be a sore spot and gets 
and treasurer of the National worse with every statement 
La~ers Guild, a staff member made by President Sample's 
of In The Public Interest (the Parking Task Force. I propose a 
journal that was until very re­ lobbying campaign on Samplethough I feel that our current 
officers did a great job for the cently the only alternative to and his Task Force that calls for 
1986-87 school year, I am confi ­ Law Review), I am an active elimination bf Faculty-Staff 
dent that more representation member of the Buffalo Public , only lots and a return to unre­
on the executive level next year Interest Law Program and I sit stricted and free parking as UB 
will provide for even more im­ on the SBA Faculty Student Li­ students enjoyed in the 1985-86 
brary Committee. school year. provement. 
As vice president of the SBA, Finally, there needs to be aThe major reason I want to 
I will be committed to serving modest increase in Law Library run for SBA president is be­
cause I feel that there is a realthe needs of the Class of 1988, hours and access to more com­
danger of the SBA becomin_g 
Class of 1990. Next year, I hope complacent and staid - an School. I will work with Law Li­
to strengthen the communica­ existing Law School institution brarian Ellen Gibson to attempt 
tion between SBA and all law but only that and just that, just to obtain a larger temporary 
students. existing. An institution not service and staff work force 
I intend to make sure that all open to the creativity of its stu­ budget so limited weekend 
of the activities sponsored by dent organizations orto student hours might be lengthened.
needs.. 
the Class of 1989, and the new puter terminals within the Law 
SBA will be given more public­ My primary point is that.if the 
ity. I will also-place a special em­ The SBA needs a ·powerful "Buffalo Model" is to continue 
phasis on extensively advertis­ and forceful leadership if it is to exist, the SBA has to main­
ing the University Committee going to improve conditions for tain its activist role. Your voteDerek Akiwumi, Vice President 
appointments process. All law its constituent students. What will help keep the SBA active 
My pledge to the law student ; students will be fully informed UB Law School needs is an SBA and open. Belina Anderson, Vice Presidentbody as their vice president for before the week of the Univer­
1987-88 is to serve the interests sity Committee interviews. 
I'd rather this than school­of everyone with an objective If Iam elected, these services, 
work. I'll take a firm stand on eye. in addition to my other duties REFERENDUMimportant, controversial issues. As a first year student on the as vice president, will be per­
I have experience. I play a mean Board of Directors of the Stu­ formed efficiently. I believe On Wednesday, April 1 and hours of 4 p.m. and 7 p.m . Guns game of softball. Vote for me.dent Bar Association, I noticed very strongly in the idea of help­ Thursday, April 2, the Student would not be issued to policeBelina Anderson, second yearan absence of second year stu­ ing. It is with this belief that I Bar Association will conduct an who were assigned ·10 the dor­student, for vice president.dents on the executive level. hope to gain the confidence and 
"Official Student Opinion" con­ mitories and no guns would beWrite me in.This, in my opinion, constituted support of my fellow law stu­ cerning the question ofwhether issued to police who were as­
a lack of representation. Al- dents. the University administration signed to patrol student dem­
should arm the University secu­ onstrations, though guns
rity police. would be available to these of­
This issue is currently being ficers should trouble develop. 
debated within the University The voting wili' be open to all 
comJTlunity and the results of law·students betweeri the hours 
the-"Opinion" will be sent to the of 9 a~m. and 5 p.m. in front of 
appropriate administrators. the Law Library. This HOfficial 
Briefly, a task force recom­ Student Opinion# will take 
mended that University police place in conjunction with the 
be given guns between the SBA Executive Board elections. 
I 
We designed our "Programmed Learning System (PLS)" on the premise that 
studying for ~he bar exam is useless without constant review anc;I reinforcement. 
We at Josephson/K1uwer understand that all the ''cramming" in the world won't get 
you past the bar if you do not build your knowledge systematically. That's why we 
designed the "PLS" to give you that competitive edge. 
Admittedly a pretty big claim. 
But then, ifs really what,you would .expect from the·recognized leader in bar 
review. In fact, more and more students prefer Josephson/Kluwer than any other 
course available. 
It's our ·academic expertise.that has allowed us to excel 
· beyond the other bar revie'-'.V programs. 
-To find out more about our 
Bar Review Preparation call: 
1-800-421-4577 or 212-505-2060, 
or better yet...see your campus representative. 
IOIIPHION. 
· 10 East 21st Street, Suite .1206-7 
New York, NY 10010t~HIIJWIR 
LEGAL EDUC,\1101'ML CENTE~S. INC. (212) 505-2060 or (800) 421 -4577' 
© 1987, J_oaephaon/Kluwer Legal Educational Center1, Inc. 
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90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501 _• Telephone: (516) 747-4311 
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Kimi King, Treasurer 
C>.K. So let's cut through the 
credential garbage and get 
down to business. I have my 
Master's of Public Administra-
tion concentrating on budget-
ing and financing (two years of 
sheer unadulterated fiscal ac-
countability and budgetary 
. processes;·fun stuffl). · 
For three and one-half years 
as an undergraduate I was the 
student accountant for the Uni-
varsity of Illinois Student Hous-
ing Division, which funded all 
of the student programs and 
projects in the residence halls 
(the budget was approximately 
$60,000) and yours truly was re-
sponsible for clearing the ac-
counts and hauling people on 
the carpet ~: justify budgets. 
by Robin Rosenberg 
Job · interviewers who ask 
questions that are not job re-
lated and which have an ad-
verse impc!ct .on women or mi-
norities are violating Tit(e VII, 
the federa·I anti-discrimination 
employment statute. 
Some students have enc·oun-
tered such prohibited questions 
or sexist remarks during inter-
· views, while others have en-
countered discriminatory re-
marks on the job. 
Various other .financial nice- · 
ties include being business 
manager and treasurer for an 
independent theatre troupe; 
processing payments and 
vouchers as a resident director 
assistant; and organizing fund-
raising and expenses for vari-
ous not-for-profit organizations 
I have been associated with. 
Now, down to the good 
stuff... 
Somehow (God only knows), 
Vicki Argento was able to un-
tangle the mess she inherited 
and manage to put the SBA 
books back in order (and do a 
wonderful job, I might add). 
Now with the fee h"1ke go·1ng 
into effect and the last of the 
phone balances still on the hori-
zon, hopefully the cloud of con-
fusion will dissipate. This is 
exactly why I am running for 
treasurer. ' 
The most important function · 
of the SBA is its funding of the 
Law School groups and individ-
uals requesting money. One of 
my first priorities is to keep the 
student body posted on where 
your money goes and how to 
get you involved in being a part 
of the process. 
For instance, did you know 
that if you are attending a Law 
School related conference, you 
can personally request money? 
(Granted, the amount won't fi -
nance t:e bulk of your costs, 
******'sa,4 c~ BtJ0/14 e~ 
****** 
but every little bit helps.) There 
are a few strings attached, and 
the amount varies depending 
on how many people request 
My experience most notably 
includes beii;ig involved with 
the Buffalo Public Interest Law 
funds, but it's there for you. 
My second priority is to do 
was BPILP secretary. Currently, 
some long range planning for I am its president. Working inthe SBA (obviously, this is not BPILP has given me the oppor­
a sole venture and I will be find- tunity to learn how to deal effec­ing out what you would like to tively with fellow students, tac-
_see happening and including 
. ulty, and the administration. ideas and goals of the whole 
student body). 
Right now we seem to be 
operating on a day-to-day basis 
with the funding (part of that is 
due to the mess that had to be 
cleared), but it would be nice to 
see some physical donations to 
the school, i.e., how 'bout a 
laser-jet printer for doing your 
resumes or what about clearing 
out that gutter in the basement 
d · · an putting m a student lounge 
so we can get out of that draft 
in the walkway? 
So where is this money com-
ing from...? What I will work 
very hard at doing ·is encour-
aging the student groups to do 
planning and fund-raising, 
which includes coordinating ac-
tivities with other groups, so 
that financial burdens don't falf 
so heavily on one particular 
group with a great· idea, but 
very little funclmg. To that end 
I will be in close contact with 
each treasurer ofthe student or-
ganizations so-we don't get lost 
in the blur of the school year. 
As for the other ideas, stop 
me in the halls, leave a note in 
my mailbox... ! want to do this, 
but , :an~~ d: it alone. . • 
-Sexist Interview Q.uest1onna1re· 
.. · 
' In an effort to educate the 
Law School about this problem, 
the Association of Women Law 
Students (AWLS) has designed 
a short questionnaire about 
sexist interview practices. 
The questionnaire is avail-
able in the Career Development 
Office (COO). If you have been 
subjected to sexist questions or 
remarks either during inter-
views or on the job, please fill 
out the questionnaire. COO will 
· 
then contact the employer and 
AWLS will publish an article 
identifying the employers, the 
nature of the problem, and any 
comments the employers 
might have in response. Those 
yvho fill out the questionnaires 
will remain anonymous, in the 
article. 
By acknowledging that dis-
crimination exists, AWLS 
hopes to confront the problem 
and eventually eliminate it. 
Taking PINS Out of Court 
by Daniel lbarrondo 
' On Friday, March 6, the Baldy 
Center for Law and Social Pol­
icy and the Mitchell Lecture Fri-­
day Facul'ty Forum.presented a 
Work In Progress lunch for the 
Education and the Handicapped 
Working Group. 
· The group members are Ron­
ald Hager, Charles Ewing, Mur­
ray Levine, Jeffrey Hummel, 
William Stott, Lawrence Lane, 
Julie Teibel and Annette Per­
alta. 
The topic of discussion was 
the fnvolvement of handicapped 
students in Family Court. Hager 
spoke about the dilemma con­
cerning the treatment of PINS 
(Persons in Need of Supervi­
sion). 
PINS are children who are 
. under 16 years old, truants from 
school, ungovernable, or be­
yond the authority of parents or 
schools. These children are not 
necessarily criminals, but by 
virtue of their status find them-
selves involved with Family 
Court which determines their 
supervision. 
Upon determination of 
whether a child is con_sidered a 
PINS.or not, Family Court often 
refers the child to a clinic where 
the child is evaluated and the 
Court r_eceb,es a probation re­
port on the child. Studies have 
shown that large numbers of 
these students also have educa-
tional handicaps. 
The working group is study­
ing the possibility of dealing 
vyith these-children in an out of 
court setting where the best in­
terest of the child can be pro­
tected and nurtured. 
T-he group would like to see 
these children referred back to 
their school district as opposed 
to having adirect court ordered 
disposition. There is a New 
York State law which would re-
quire such a referral in certain 
circumstances. The working 
group suspects that this does 
not occur. 
Havin_g a good working rela­
tionship with people in the Law 
School is important for SBA of­
ficers. Since I have already es­
tablished these relationships, I 
can bring that with me to the 
position of SBA secretary. 
Being in' BPILP also allowed 
me to gain an understanding of 
what is important to students 
and student groups. Such mat­
ters include fighting growing 
apathy, increasing student 
awareness to relevant issues, 
and organization funding and 
exposure. 
Because I have seen things 
from the student organization 
side, I can incorporate those 
ideas into the workings on the 
side of SBA. I will be able to 
give the office my full attention 
since I will not be holding office 
in BPILP next year. · 
After evaluating my past in­
volvement in-student"gro1,1ps, I 
know I. will be able to take on 
the office of SBA secretary and 
provide the competence and or­
Michael Kulla, Secre!!Jry 
As I was thinking -about next 
year, my last year here at UB, I 
realized I wanted to become 
more involved with student 
groups. What I decided was to 
channel my energies into an 
SBA office. Based on my past 
experience, I feel I would be 
best suited for the office of SBA 
secretary. 
Program (BPILP). Last year I ganization it requires. 
ATITTS Devoted tY Y LWOmen, S 
_by Robin Rosenberg_-
The Association' of Women 
Law Students (AWL$) is an or-
ganization devoted to issues of 
concern to women as law stu-
dents and lawyers. 
This year the members of the · 
steering committee are Zulma 
Bodon, Cindy Eyler, Cindy Feni-
chel, Arlyn Goldberg, Kirsten 
Hertz, and Shelley Rice. The 
group's treasurer is Barbara 
,Mclean. 
Some annual events which 
took place last fall included a 
potluck dinner and a reception 
with the women faculty. AWLS 
members also attended a fam­
ily violence conference, the 
graduate group for feminist 
studies' presentations, and the 
l:JB Women's Conference. 
AWLS also held a sandwich 
sale to raise funds for the 18th 
National Conference on Wom­
en and the Law. 
This spring AWLS held its an­
nual "un-bake" sale to raise 
money for the Conference. 
AWLS calls it an " un-bake" sale 
to avoid perpetuating stereo­
types ab.out women, and the 
baked goods are generally 
named after well-known femi­
nists to reflect that objective. 
AWLS's primary goal for the 
year involves fund raising_for 
and participation in the Confer-
0COnc e rns 
;nee, which . was held in 
Washington, D.C. from March 
19 - 22, Fifteen women attend-
ed the conference'last March in 
Chicago, and considered it the 
highlight of law school. 
This year the Conference 
again offered practical work-
shops, panel discussions, and 
a keynote address dealing with 
new developments in the law 
that affect women. 
Following the Conference, 
AWLS will give a presentation 
and put to~ether a display in 
front of the library. 
In addition to the Conference, 
AWLS has planned another pot­
luck dinner, a coffee-house, and 
co-sponsorship of speaker 
Karen Johnson on April 3. 
Members will also attend the 
Alternative Reproductive Tech­
nology Conference on March 
27. 
Drop by the office - O'Brian 
Hall room 10 in the basement - . 
to take advantage of the job 
bank and publications, such as 
the Women's Annotated Legal 
Biblj ography and Women 
Alumnae Networking Question­
naire. (Keys are available at the 
library's circulation desk.) For 
ful"ther information, leave a 
note in the AWLS mailbox in the 
third floor copy room. 
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Editorials 
SBA Elections ·-voTE! 
SBA Executive Board elections are being held today and tomor­
row, and it is disappointing to see that so few students have 
chosen to seek offices. Until shortly before the deadline for sub­
mitting personal statements, all of the four seats were uncon­
tested. Now, however, with the addition to the race of Andy 
Bechard and Belina Anderson, there are two candidates each for 
the offices of president and vice president. 
This pervasive apathy is not confined to SBA. We have felt it 
at The Opinion, where editorial board elections will soon be held 
and there are hardly enough staff members to fill the necessary 
positions. 
Perhaps we law students have become complacent by resting 
on the successes of a relatively eventful year. Under Brett Gilbert 
and the current Executive Board the student body has become 
involved in several important issues. Summing up the past year, 
presidential candidate John Williams states, "! .. .feel that SBA has 
stepped into the realm of political expression, so.rnething that the 
student body did not explicitly sanction us to do." It is true that 
SBA has stepped into that realm, but such a step is not, as Willi'ams 
seems to imply, necessarily bad. 
As president of the Student Bar Association, Brett Gilbert has 
been able to recognize problems which are of interest to the stu­
dent body, bring these problems to the students' attention, and 
encourage us to do something about them. When parking Jots 
were an issue, Gilbert was in the forefront ofthe protest, reminding 
the University that the Law School is still a part of the UB commu­
nity rather than simply a traipsing ground for undergrads. 
When Central Administration wanted to decide who would rep­
resent the students on the Dean Search Committee, Gilbert and 
SBA pushed and succeeded in persuading the Administration to 
accept the students' choices. Finally, when the Career Develop­
ment Office wanted to bring to campus employers who discrimi­
nate on the basis of sexual orientatioR, in direct opposition to an 
Executive Order issued by Governor Cuomo, SBA passed a resolu­
tion calling for COO to deny the use of its facilities to employers 
who discriminate aga_inst homosexuals. 
These are important issues which probably would have been 
overlooked if not for a student government which was willing to 
take a stand. 
It seems that the student body has become apathetic. We don't 
need an apathetic student government. If student government is 
not going to remain active in issues which directly affect the stu­
dents, there is no point in having a student government at all . 
Read the candidates' statements. Consider the choices carefully. 
Be concerned with who will b'e running SBA - it affects us all -
and VOTE. 
Short Notice Again 
Last week a three-member accreditation committee visited the 
Law School for what one member of the committee called a "sab­
batical inspection." Such "inspections" are standard, taking place 
in all ABA accredited law schools once every seven years. The 
purpose, according to committee members, is threefold: (1) to 
perform a checklist function, making sure that the Law Library 
seating spaces comply with ABA standards, etc.; (2) to get a sense 
of the goals the faculty has set and to determine whether those 
goals are being reached; and (3) to give advice and spread ideas. 
Law students were invited to meet with the committee members 
in an informal give-and-take interchange on Thursday afternoon, 
March 26. However, the short notice (flyers were posted only 
several hours beforehand) resulted in an -extremely light turnout 
for an event which was of such great importance. Most students 
missed out on a key opportunity to sing the praises of our Law 
School, make their criticisms known, and get a feel for how it 
compares with other law schools. While those students present 
took advantage of the opportunity to make their feelings known, 
especially with regard to the assets of the Law School, the impact 
of what they said was diminished by the poor turnout overall. 
Which brings us to one of the major shortcomings of.this Law 
School - the ineffective communication system between admin­
istrators, faculty and students. Effective communication is crucial 
to mobilize any body to act and move forward. More bulletin 
boards (perhaps designating some "Law School only"), a PA sys­
tem, etc. would start to scratch the surface. But what really needs 
to be formulated is a specific plan for disseminating informa!ion 
to students in general, and disseminating it in a. manner in wh,ich 
adequate notice is given so that adequatl3 response can be given. 
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The Opinion Mailbox 
Clarification on Referendum
.. . 
Editor: the elected student directors 
This letter is in reference to­ should decide an issue such as 
the article SBA Passes Non-dis­ the resolution. I wholeheartedly 
crimination Resolution, which agree that JAG's discriminatory 
appeared in the last edition of hiring policies against gay 
the Opinion. I would like to people should not be tolerated 
clarify an inaccuracy reported in this Law School. What is 
in that article. more important is the genuine 
I initially did propose that the sentiment of th~ entire student 
SBA hold a student referendum body on the issue of employers 
on the resolution, but I never who have discriminatory hiring 
withdrew my proposal after dis­ practices based on sexual pref­
cussion . The proposal did not erence, sex, race or any cate­
survive because the SBA voted gory that discriminates. 
it down 13-2-1. The overall reac­ In order to solicit student 
tion to the proposal for a_ref­ input a referendum would have 
erendum was greeted with been appropriate to indicate 
much opposition. where the students as a whole 
The opposition thought that stood on the issue of discrimi-
Cleo Says Thanks 
To the Law Students, messages have meant to me. I 
Mr. Schlegel and hope it won't be too long before 
HRonald Reagan" : I am back among you. 
Thank you all so much for the I have hung your poster card • 
lovely fresh-flower arrange­ in our kitchen where I can read 
ment and the get well poster your best wishes over and over 
card . again. 
You don't know how much Love, 
your best wishes and loving Cleo Jubulis 
nation·. The referendum would 
have given the student body 
proper notice that the SBA was 
contemplating a resolution 
such as this and was looking for 
the student body to ma.ke a uni­
fied decision. 
Now that the SBA has de­
cided not to hold a referendum 
the, ·student body has two op­
tions: (1) to initiate a petition 
for the SBA to · hold a referen­
dum; this petition would have 
to be signed by at least 90 law 
students, or (2) accept the deci­
sion of the SBA. 
John J. Williams 




I wish to commend The Opin­
ion for publishing Zulma 
Bod6n's excellent article on 
women and minority faculty ap­
pointments. The article is first 
rate. In particular, I find the 
charts very valuable. 
. -
Professor Isabel Marcus 
'Tell Your Government to End This War' 
by Richard Giacoma 
Last August I traveled to 
Nicaragua with a group of law 
students to study that country's 
r:1ew constitution and emerging 
legal order. 
Our three week program con­
sisted of formal classes taught 
by Nicaraguan law professors 
giving us a sampling of pre- and 
post-revolutionary law. In addi­
tion, we met and spoke with 
Nicaraguans active in various 
sectors of the new society in­
cluding government, media, 
labor, and youth and women's 
movements. I also traveled 
freely (of course observing 
safety restrictions due to the 
war) and spoke with as many 
people as I could . 
While efforts at advancing 
the revolutionary society like 
writing a constitution con­
tinued, Nicaraguans were and 
are primarily ce>ncerned with 
the ongoing war against the 
U.S.-backed contras. Our gov­
ernment is forcing the people 
literally to fight for their survi­
val. 
Before the trip I pondered the 
idea of visiting a country whose 
citizens are daily being blown 
up at the will of my govern­
ment. Could I expect a warm 
welcome? I recalled the treat­
ment of Japanese Americans 
during World War II and that of 
Iranian students in the U.S. who 
were beat up during the hos­
tage crisis of 1980. Instead of 
hospitality, I wondered whether 
I should expect hostility. 
In fact, people in all sectors 
of the society greeted us enthu­
siastically. Members of the Na­
tional Assembly, the govern­
ment's legislative body, attend­
ed all of our classes, which was 
a great honor. Interestingly, 
they did not seek to lecture us 
on the way things were (as l '.d 
·~ expect in the U.S.) but sat mod­
estly in the back of the room 
and listened to the professor 
and to us. 
. After speaking with countless 
Nicaraguans in formal and in­
formal settings, I was struck by 
the fact that no one vented their 
feelings about the war in anger 
toward me. One woman said 
that would not achieve any-
thing positive. She told me that 
her .people distinguished the 
American people from their 
policymakers. I was an ambas­
sador for my people she said, 
and it would be my responsibil­
ity to disseminate my findings 
upon returning home so that 
North Americans become 
aware of the reality in Nicara­
gua. 
Another woman whose son 
recently was killed in the war 
beseech.ed us to "tell your gov­
ernment to end this war." Many 
other people told us to do the 
same. Such encounters in­
spired me but at the same time 
left me feeling hopelessly pow­
erless. How naive these Nicara­
guans must be, I cynically 
thought at first, to believe that 
I could "tell my government to 
stop the killing." Would the 
President, Congress, the Penta­
gon and the CIA listen to my 
voice and stop their multimil­
lion dollar war tomorrow? Of 
course not, but no Nicaraguan 
expected that. 
My problem was that I want­
ed the gratification of seeing 
prompt results from my own ef­
forts. In Nicaragua I learned that 
the re11olution would never 
have tr.iumphed if such self­
centered thinking· prevailed. 
Ending U.S. domination through 
the Somoza dynasty must have 
seemed unachievable at first, 
too. But it happened because 
for decades people worked at 
it, doing what they could, with­
out undue concern over wheth­
er or how soon they would suc­
ceed. We have a lot to learn 
from our Nicaraguan brothers 
and sisters. 
The Constitution 
As we mark the bicentennial 
of our Constitution, another na­
tion whose people fought long 
and hard to end foreign domi­
nation 'just enacted its own. 
Nicaragua made an important 
stride toward institutionalizing 
its revolution this January 
when tbe president and dele­
gates to the National Assembly 
signed the new Constitution 
into law. 
The docu~ent is exhaustive, 
with over 200 articles dealing 
with virtually every aspect of 
life in the new society. It is the 
product of many months' de­
bate in public meetings and the 
National Assembly and, in a 
larger sense, many years of 
struggle for political freedom 
and social progress through 
self-determination. · 
The constitutional process 
was initiated during the ·1984 
elections when the National As­
sembly was given a mandate by 
the people to draft a .Magna 
Carta within two years. lri Au­
gust of 1985 a national consul­
tation was carried out with lead­
ers of the political parties, mass 
organizations, social groups, 
guilds and unions. These 
.groups appeared before the 
Special Constitutional Commis­
sion of the National Assembly 
and made proposals concern­
ing the Constitution. 
At the same time, delegations 
from the National Assembly 
traveled abroad to study the 
constitutions of other coun­
tries. The information acquired 
from these two educational ex­
periences became the base for 
the first draft of the Constitution 
written by the National Assem­
bly in February of last year0 
In May and June open forums 
were held in which Nicara­
guans from all sectors of soci­
ety directly made contributions, 
criticisms and suggestions to 
the first draft. The revolution 
made it possible for citizens to 
have such direct input in the 
framing of their constitution. 
The process proved to be a 
giant civics or political science 
class in which people learned 
what a constitution is and how 
iJ applies to everyday life. 
At the same time, the Nation­
al Assembly members learned 
more about the concerns of the 
people in their districts. The 
Constitutional Commission in­
corporated these contributions 
into a second draft which the 
legislature debated in the fall 
and ~ltimately ratified . 
The Constitution guarantees 
basic individµal rights such as 
free religious worship and the 
right against unlawful deten­
tion and imprisonment. Politi-
continued on page 8 
The Boy Mechanic by Kevin O'Shaughnessy 
Life ill ·the Fast Lane~ •· . Without Clothes. • • 
· Eight days. Continental Air­ Diego's hometown hero, Den­ stone faced airline lackeys (the we play poker together one last gynecological history. After I re­lines lost our luggage for eight nis -Connor. Our search was first to go when the plague hits), time. turned she decided to prey
stinking days. And I mean stink­ concentrated on various San we were able to talk to a "man­ upon another table. I loveOur p·lan was to spend a cou­ing. While Will Zick! and I were Diego bars. One of our favor­ ager." She assured us that our L.A. .. .ple of days in L.A. and then re­washing our clothes every ites, although Dennis never luggage would be in $an Diego The next day, Will and I took turn to San Diego for the lastother day in San Diego, some showed, was a cinder block bar in 24 hours. a tour of Universal Studios. Webig game. The first person I met bozo baggage handlers in New­ called the Morena Club. The We celebrated St. Patrick's spent the next two hours listen­in L.A. was a burned-out Dianet­ark were playing Australian Club (or Club de Morena) fea­ Day with a corned beef and cabs ing to an ex-cheerleader/would­Rules Football with Will's duffle tured two. pool tables, grilled bage dinner (cooked by a man ics hustler who spent 10 min­ an ex-standup be actress and 
a utes trying to sell me L. Ronbag and my backpack. •· _cheese sandwiches, and known as "Brew Doggie"), and comic/would-be game showHubbard's guide to a better life. Initially, I decided that Conti­ ceuntry and western jukebox. a few glasses of Jameson and host introduce us to King Kong, He insisted that L. Ron had got­nental's employees and share­ After three days, we were still green beer served at a fine Irish the shark from Jaws and Lilyten a bad shake from the press. holders should be forced · to without luggage and still no place called O'Connell's Bar. and Herman Munster's placeI told him if I thought a bookwear one set of clothes for eight sighting of the "Liberace of While San Diego does not cele­ (a.k.a. 1313 Mockingbird Lane). would help solve life's mis;riesdays. An eye for an eye, Ham­ Sailing" (as Will referred to brate St. Patrick's Day with the There was also a "behind theI really did have a problem. Imurabbi and all that. But after him). We were fairly certain that same hellish intensity as Buf­
am not he scenes" look at special effects.sure understood;some thought, I decided to get Dennis was still visiting Disney falo, it was an evening to re­ Will was disappointed because either way it was no sale. I love biblical. Continental should be World.- His plastic smile and member...unfortunately, I can­ they did not explain the great­L.A. ...decimated by a plague, prefer­ glazed eyes lead me to believe not. My friends spent most of special our tourest effect:The next person I met was aably a new strain of anthrax. I that Dennis is not in this world the next day debriefing me re­ guide's hair. I surmised that abag lady (is it any wonder Ican see some producer talking: very often ...He may be a perma­ garding my actions at O'Con­ space age lacquer was involved. didn't cross paths with Dennis
"Hmmm, Corporate Plague ... ! nent member of the Magic nell's.. . since they cannot be All this for $15. I love L.A . ...Connor?). She was selling bags love the c_oncept. We'll get Peter Kingdom. Heartbroken, we left verified, I will not report them. 
of Fritos for a dollar. After lis­Graves, Jaclyn Smith, and Scott San Diego and traveled to San I am, after all, a serious jour­ We spent the evening drivingtening to 10 minutes of a Dianet­Baio (to play the delivery boy Felipe, Mexico. nalist. the freeways of L.A. and check­ics pitch, her direct solicitation that starts it all.) ... it's a can't I know, I know. A bunch of With much fanfare and cele­ ing out the different bars. L.A. was refreshing. I bought the Fri­miss mini-series!" ugly Americans taking advan­ bration, Continental, a corpora­ is not a city - it is eight milliontos. I love L.A . .. .Luggage aside (2,500 miles tage of the depressed Mexican tion with thousands of employ­ people hanging out and waiting 
aside), we were determined to economy. Not this time. We ees and millions of dollars in After hooking up with the L.A. for a city to show up. Beverly 
have a good time. This was our were tourists on a mission. assets, delivered our luggage faction of the Dublin Poker Hills is not to be m_issed. It is 
last Spring Break. The last Continental had graciously eight days late. Welcome to the Club, we adjourned to a bar to Mister Roger's Neighborhood 
chance at a socially sanctioned agreed to reimburse us for 50 Computer Age...Three cheers watch Syracuse destroy Flori­ on valium. While we were in , 
full fledged ( ...can something percent of our clothing pur­ for the Service Economy. We da's chance at the final' four. Beverly Hills, I thought of the 
: be half fledged?) plunge into chases while our luggage was clutched our bags and tried not The highlight of our evening movie Salvador and James 
tiedonism. After· graduation, being rerouted through Beirut. to think about the return flight. was our waitress. A recent Woods' line about America, 
students enter the "real world" We did not haggle. We paid Where would our luggage go emigre to L.A., she was from "This is a great place, you can 
(theoretically) and go on vaca­ the first price mentioned, as next? Bombay? Jakarta? Iowa Seattle, Washington. Her. par­ do anything you want...As long 
tions. long as they doubled the receipt City? ents didn't love her, they just ,­ as you have money." 
A vacation is very different sent money... a thousand dol­("doble receive"). It was a Now that our luggage had The Dublin Poker Club reun­
from spring break. A vacation beautiful thing to see...Amer­ been secured, we traveled to lars just last week. I told her that ion took place in San Diego the 
is a well-planned nightmare in­ ican tourists and Mexican mer­ Los Angeles to fulfill the true my parents loved me, but if I next evening. Six friends who 
volving Ch,ib Med, relatives or chants joining forces ·to screw purpose of our sojourn to asked them for a thq_usand dol­ never thought they would be to­
Winnebagos, frequently docu­ lars they would send me a post­a major corporation. Although Southern California: to reunite gether again. It was the high­
card telling me that they lovedmented in maniacal detail we were later reimbursed for the Dublin Poker Club. Two light of our trip. Proofof a better 
through the use of slides. A real me:our "doble receivos," Conti­ members lived in San Diego, life through poker. Two drunk­
world "break" lasts 15 minutes nental is not off the hook: I am two in L.A. and two in Buffalo She continued with her life en 'days later we were on our 
and consists of gossip, coffee still pulling for a corporate (Will and myself) ...The club was story; she did not believe in mar­ way back to Buffalo. As I spied 
and danish. plague...with or without Jaclyn formed last summer during the riage but was very much in my backpack coming down the 
Will and I spent the next three Smith. . , University of San Diego's Inter­ favor of living together and, luggage ramp at Buffalo Inter­
days in San Diego tracking We returned to San Diego to national Law Program...With­ more generally, sex. I went to national Airport, I smiled to my­
down our. luggage, watching find that our luggage had been out getting deep into hetero­ the bathroom before she had self and muttered, ",I love Eluf­
the NCAA basketball tourna­ flown from Newark back to Buf­ sexual male bonding, suffice it the opportunity to reveal her falo." 
ment and searching for San falo. After shreiking at several to say that it was important that 
Commentary . by Daniel Ibarrondo 
One's Perspective on Bec0ming a Person 
by Daniel lbarrondo . · ,.,. 
The first part of this article the simplest fashion, what cautiously and fearfully tries to ress so far suggests that in the his former orientations. It is a 
dealt with the initial stage of motivates a piirson in the pre­ validate his/her new percep­ Encounter stage, the person powerful and dominating feel­
self-awareness as it leads to­ encounter world to encounter tions. On the outside the person first experiences an event ing. 
wards self-determination. (The or become a Puerto Rican? A fakes a real understanding of which literally forces an indi­ He/she is swept along in a sea 
Opinion, Vol. 27, No. 11.) Many predicted answer is indicated what is going on through the vidual to reassess his current of PUERTORICANESS. The 
thanks to the numerous people by the word "encounter"; that use of cliches, yet on the inside (pre-encounter) worldview. American world, culture and 
who enjoyed reading the article is, some experience that man­ the person is asking himself Previously hostile or neutral to­ person are dehumanized (honky, 
and opened their perceptions ages to slip by or even shatter "maybe things are different wards the Puerto Rican move­ gringo, pig), that is, becomes 
and thoughts on the subject the person's current ideological than I thought them to be and ment, the "encount~r" jolts the biologically inferior and in the 
matter to discussion. The fol­ and/or ego structure. if so, I want to find the truth." person into at least considering same instance the Puerto Rican 
lowing stages will clarify and Probably the encounter fac­ The first set of questions is very a different interpretation of the person is deified. Everything 
hopefully continue to _provoke tor wi 11 turn out to be of a verba I personal: Puerto Rican condition . that is Puerto Rican is "good." 
thought td those who have ap­ or visual nature at first and is Middle-class person: "Am I . As a consequence of the "en­ The person accepts everything 
proached me· and stimulate in­ secondarily an in-depth intel­ really trying_to be an Amer­ counter," the person begins to about him/herself: Spanish sur­
terest in others. lectual experien~e. This stage is ican?" ask questions that predictably name, brown skin, straight, 
As statecrin the first article, frequently precipitated by a Ghetto youth : "Is it right to lead him/her to conclude he/she curly or "kinky" hair, their very 
the person in the Pre-Encounter political, judicial, or social injus­ kill another Puerto Rican or must seek to become a "real" "being." That the person exists 
stage lives with a distorted tice, death or defeat of a Puerto prostitute my 'sisters?' " Puerto Rican person; that is, a and is Puerto Rican is consid­
worldview and perception of Rican or marginally American College student: "Do I date level of receptivity to a more ered an inherently beautiful 
self. Self-hatred due to a lack of hero which is communicated American girls or am I avoiding radical definition of him/herself phenomenon. 
understanding of him/herself verbally or visually, such as the Puerto Rican women7Just what is maximized. At the point The person in this .stage usu­
and misguided ·perceptions of murder of Martin Luther King, is the basis of my aesthetics?" where the individual experi­ ally has a creative burst, includ­
the American society are a com­ Jr. or Malcom X, the imprison­ The tentative answers are ences an overwhelming desire ing writing poetry, essays, 
mon factor for the Puerto Rican ment of Albizu Campos, or the predictable and the person usu­ to know about and become plays, novels, confessionals, 
in this stage. There are many Young Lor.ds confrontation vis­ ally compares the implications Puerto Rican, the person enters sculpturing, painting, etc. Peo­
factors which cause the indi­ a-vis Juan Gonzalez or Pablo of his answers with the manner the Immersion-Liberation stage. ple who never sought or experi­
vidual living in the Pre-En­ (Yoruba) Guzman. A person in which he had been living Immersion-Liberation Stage enced creative concerns often 
counter stage to begin to take may be "turned on" by his/her (Pre-Encounter stage). At \his This is a period in which the find the ability to express them­
notice of the Puerto Rican ex­ mate; that is, a Puerto Rican point guilt becomes a tremen­ person immerses himself in the selves in a totally new mode. 
perience. catalytic love affair. Witnessing dous factor. ·All the massive world of PUERTORICANESS by Many professional Puerto Ri­
Encounter Stage a friend hurt by the police, or guilt and anxiety, plus a desire attending . political meetings, can artists speak of a profound 
The question to be asked is being beaten by the police per­ to be logical, rational and rapping sessions, Puerto Rica·n and fundamental change in the 
what experience, information, sonally, are also examples. wanted, erupts hurling the per­ theatre, seminars, art shows, quality of their work. With the 
event, etc. causes a person We might find it necessary to son into a frantic, determined, etc. Everything of value MUST realization of their Puerto Rican 
functioning at the pre-encoun­ divide the Encounter Stage into obsessive, extremely moti­ be Puerto Rican or relevant to "being" they could begin to 
ter level to· becom·e interested, two steps: (a) experiencing the vatei search for Puerto Rican Puertoricaness. It is explained find and express fundamental 
or at least receptive to, material encounter and (b) beginning to identity; that is, a new sense of as an immersion into Blackness essences. 
that will contest a number of reinterpret the world as a con­ equilibrium. The person has and a liberation from America­ During this period there is a 
his/her basic socio-economic, 
political, psychological and cul­
tural assumptions? Stated in 
sequence of the · encounter. 
Step (b) is a testing phase dur­
ing which time the individual 
then reached the Immersion­
Liberation stage. 
A quick summary of our prog-
ness. The person actually feels 
that he/she is being torn from 
turnirig inward and a withdraw­
al from everything that j s per­
con1imied 011 P,,I,?<' H 
.. ...· · ,• .. . '
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Tell Your Gov't. ............... 
cal rigpts such as petitioning Penal Reform 
the government and free as­ One of the best examples of
sembly are also p·rotected. The the societal changes made pos­
right to own private property is 
sible by the Nicaraguan revolu­protected although made sub­ tion is the functioning of the
ordinate to the public interest. penal system. Characterized by The death penalty is outlawed torture and disappearances
and the maximum prison sen­ during the Somo·za dictator­
tence is 30 years. ship, it is now a forum for alter­The Constitution also recog­ native correctional methods. 
nizes the autonomy in language 
and culture of indigenous peo­ One of these is the system of 
ples in the Atlantic Coast re­ open-air penal farms. We vis­
gion. Social rights are also ited one with our hosts from the 
guaranteed. Nicaraguans now Managua Law School. Situated 
have the constitutional right to in the fertile outskirts of Man­
free medical care, to be pro­ agua on land previously owned 
tected from hunger, and to de­ by Somoza, this prison without 
cent housing. Regarding the walls holds up to 50 men. There 
family, the rights and respon­ were less when we visited,
sibilities of men and women are however, since 16 recently 
to be equal. wrre pardoned.
While the Constitution was 
just activated, the legal machin­ All of the prisoners had been 
ery and especially the popular memb~rs of Somoza's National 
attitudes needed to bring some Guard. They were convicted by 
of its rights and guarantees to Popular Anti -Somozista Tribun­
life should be expected to de­ als, special courts established 
velop more slowly. In the case after the revolution, of such war 
of protection from hunger, the crimes as rape, torture and 
U.S. war of aggression has murder. Some were sentenced 
made that right a goal for the to the maximum 30-year term. 
future. The penal farm is a tranquil 
Becoming a Person ................. . 
ceived as being or representing No control or oppressive 
American culture; yet ironically technique, including threat of 
a need develops to encounter death, is feared. Generally, con­
the MAN or AMERICAN to frontation, bluntness, direct­
"prove" and dramatize one's ness and an "either/or" ap­
Puertoricaness. The confronta­ proach are the primary if notthe 
tion, especially for Puerto Rican only basis · of communication 
leaders, is a manhood or wom­ with other people. Either you 
anhood ritual - a baptismal or are or aren't Puerto Rican; 
purification rite. Carried to its Americans should either put up 
extreme there is a receptivity tb or shut up, etc. Puerto Rican 
confront American people (usu­ people are classified or 
ally the police) on a life or death simplified into neat little groups 
basis; that is, the Chicago Affair or categories a la Uncle Tom, 
of 1967. militant, together, American, 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ "■ ■ ~. I ■ ■ I I I I I 
environment where the detain­
ees live a self-sustained life by 
farming, cooking and cleaning. 
There are no walls, fences or 
armed guards - just living 
quarters with TV, a relatively 
primitive cooking area, and the 
farm itself. On weekends some 
of the men go home to be with 
their families, while the others 
may have family visit them for 
the two days. 
Participants for the program 
are selected by a necessarily · 
careful process. Of course, not 
all offenders participate. All are 
housed initially in conventional 
closed prisons. Those who then 
demonstrate responsibility and 
a willingness to perform the 
k;°nd of work done· at the penal 
farm are chosen . The nature of 
one's offense, we were told, 
matters little in arriving at this 
decision. More important is the 
likelihood that the offender will 
be rehabilitated so as to re­
enter society successfully. 
The non-restrictive nature of 
the penal farm, aimed at break­
ing down the stigma normally 
attached to prisoners, is key to 
middle class, etc. The overall 
process is a purification proc­
ess. Frantz Fanon's concept of 
psychological libe'ration through 
the violent overthrow of one's 
oppressor appears to~ be rele­
vant, only the circumstances in 
the United States force the op­
pressor's death to be thought 
about or dreamed about but not 
actually carried out. 
To continue, everything is re­
evaluated in light of the per­
son's new or developing ideol-
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
its rehabilitative function. The 
men are supervised only by two 
unarmed guards. Escape or up­
risings are not a problem 
though, in spite of the fact that 
the prisoners, who work with 
large machetes and axes, are 
better armed than their guards. 
We walked out into the fields, 
dodging irrigation ·sprinklers, 
and the men paused to talk in­
formally with us. One very large 
man, machete in hand, was an 
ominous sight, especially when 
I visualized him in his previous 
occupation wearing the Nazi­
like helmet of the National 
Guard. 
In conversation I learned that 
the men appreciate their treat­
ment and generally respect the 
revolution which makes it pos­
sible. One man viewed his role 
at the farm as being part of a 
"historic process." Another 
said that the weekend visits by 
his family were sometimes too 
much and he had to tell them 
to go home. 
As law students we were par­
ticularly captivated by the re-
ogy. Rhetorically, the person 
shifts values from individual­
ism to. mutualism or collectiv­
ism. A constant theme of self­
lessness, dedication and com­
mitment is evident; a person 
feels an overwhelming attach­
ment to all Puerto Rican and 
marginally American (Mexican­
American, Indian, Black and 
Latin American) people. Their ' 
main focus of life becomes this 
feeling of "togetherness and 
soul." The zenith of the Immer­
sion-Liberation · stage is the 
• continued from page 6 I I I I I I I I 
marks of one of the prisoners, 
an older man serving a 30-year 
term. He was a lawyer and 
served during the dictatorship 
as counsel to the National 
G1:Jard. 
As lawyers, he said, there are 
always choices between follow­
ing your conscience or the law; 
"I followed the law." He ad­
vised us to "keep the codes of 
law near to your heart. But 
deeper in your heart should be, 
your conscience." 
He and the dean of the law 
school, who accompanieq us 
that afternoon, were class­
mates as law students. Not­
withstanding the sea of differ­
ence sepa'rating their lives now, 
they joked together fraternally, 
as if still in school. This, I 
thought, was one of the ac­
complishments of the revolu­
tion. 
On Monday, April 6 at 12:15 
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge 
there will be a lunchtime dis­
cussion on Nicaragua given oy 
law students who have been 
there. Everyone is welcome to 
attend. 
continued from page 7 
crystallization of the above 
events. 
The second half OF latter quar­
ter of the Immersion stage is a 
leveling off process. A person 
cannot continue to handle such 
an intense and concentrated af­
fect or attention level (true for 
the ·ghetto resident?) and must 
level off. The leveling off phe­
nomenon is greatly facilitated 
by the direction of the move­
ment as indicat9G-by national 
· and international Puerto Rican, 
continued on page I I 




ALSA Lecture: Re~~~".!~.~ .J~g~~~.: 1~~~~~.~~,00 
congressional apology t/:I attend the lecture, which is en-ASIAN LAW STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
Present a Lecture: 
PHILIP TAJITSU NASH 
Assistant Professor, CUNY Law School 
Instructor', Asian American Studies, Yale University 
Board Member, Asian American Legal 
Defense and Education Fund, New York City 
"Japanese American Internment: 
Ramifications for the 1980s" 
DATE: 
Thursday, April 16, 1987 
TIME: PLACE: 
3:30 p.m. / 108 O'Brian Hall 
gf CO-SPONSORED BY: Graduate Students Association \ International Law Society · Latin American Law Students Association Law Students Civil Rights Research Council National Lawyers Guild 
Student Bar Association 
ENDORSED BY: 
Black Law Students Association 
Asian Law Students Associa-
tion (ALSA) seeks -to provide 
support among Asian law stu-
dents, to facilitate Asian law 
students' interaction with and 
contribµtion to the Law School 
community, and to provide a 
forum for legal issues concern-
ing Asians. 
· To celebrate the formation of 
ALSA, the organization hosted 
a wine and cheese reception on 
Thursday, Feb. 12, in the fourth 
floor staff lounge. Present at the 
reception were faculty, staff, 
and students. 
In keeping with its objective 
of informing the law School 
community on Asian-American 
issues, ALSA is sponsoring a 
lecture on "Redress for Japa-
nese Americans." The lecture 
will be· conducted by the Asian 
American Legal Defense and 
Education Fund in mid-April. 
The issue on redress for Jap-
anese Americans is currently 
under consideration by Con-
gress. Over 40 years after the 
military evacuation and intern-
ment of 120,000 individuals of 
Japanese descent during World 
War 11, bills are pending in both 
houses of Congress (H.R. 442 
a• · 
The American Express• Card can get you virtually 
everything from a leather jacket to a leather-bound classic. 
Whether you are bound for a bookstore or a beach 
in Bennuda. So during college and after, it's the perfect 
way to pay for just about anything you'll want. 
How to get the Card before graduation. 
College is the first sign.of success. And because 
we believe in your potential, we've made it easier 
to get the American Express Card right now. You can 
qualify even before you graduate with our special 
student offers. For details, look for applications 
on campus.Or just call 1-800-THE-CARD, and ask 
for a student application. 
The American Express Card. · 
Don't Leave School Without-IC 
internees; (2) a presidential par-
don to those convicted of viola-
ting the racially discriminatory 
laws; (3) a public education 
fund which would inform the 
public about the internment, so 
that a reoccurrence may be pre-
vented; and (4) a $1.5 billion 
trust fund to pay $20,000 in 
compensation to each survivor. 
The lecture will also focus on 
United States v. Hohri, 78~ F.2d 
227 ( 1986); a class action suit 
which attempts-to hold the gov-
ernment liable for monetary 
damag.es arising from the in-
ternment. On Nov. 18, 1986, the 
United States Supreme Cpurt 
agreed to review the govern-
ment's appeal in Hohri. While 
the government has admitted 
that the internment was a moral 
wrong, the appeal will not di-
rectly focus on the l_egality of 
the detention. Instead it ap-
pears that the Court will exam-
ine issues of jurisdiction and 
statute of limitations. Accord-
ing to the Asian American Legal 
Defense and Education Fund, 
the Supreme Court is sched-
uled to hear argument~ in April 
or May of this year. 
dorsed by the Black Law Stu-
dents Association, and spon-
sored by: Graduate Students 
Association, International Law 
Society, Latin American Law 
Students Association, Law Stu-
dents Civil Rights Research 
Council, National Lawyers 
Guild, and the Student Bar As-
sociation. 
Ew1·ng. I 
• continued from page 1 
The 100 case studies describ-
ed in the book cross racial, 
ethnic and socio-economic 
lines. Battered women who kill 
may be married to or living with 
physicians, laborers, the un­
employed or the highly affluent 
or successful who are their 
abusers and torturers. Accord­
ing to Ewing there are some key 
differences between battered 
women who kill and those who 
do not. 
"Essentially, those who kill 
experience more severe abuse 
early in the relationship which 
escalated more quickly than 
those who do not kill their abus-
ers," he said. Also, the women 
who killed tended to be older 
and less educated than those 
who did not kill. 
"More importantly, perhaps, 
those who did not kill had not 
yet reached that point where 
they felt their psychological 
selves were in imminent 
danger of being destroyed," he 
said. 
If Ewing's proposed change 
in the ·1aw were to be adopted 
by state legislatures, it would 
be the first time in the nation's 
history that a legal doctrine of 
psychological self-defense would 
provide jurors with a legitimate 
legal basis for acquitting wom­
en charged with homicide of 
the men who repeatedly abus­
ed and tortured them. 
While Ewing's book deals 
with battered women, he notes 
adoption of the concept of psy­
chological self-defense could 
apply to other cases such as 
battered children who eventu­
ally kill their battering parents. 
Ewing, who has served as an 
expert witness in many criminal 
and domestic trLa[s, received 
his Ph.D. in child and family 
psychology from Cornell Uni­
versity. He was a post-doctoral 
fellow at Yale University and 
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Ninth Race Judicata Attracts Classy Competitors 
by John Zuroskl · • · _ 
,-
The O'Brian Harriers, the Law hear that Alberto Salazar and one. There will be a table in hilly. If you have any questions Zuroski or drop a note in their 
School running club, would like Carlos Lopes (the Olympic gold front of the Law Library to order about the race, ju~t ask Jack mailboxes. 
to announce the running of the medalist) have accepted our in­ these shirts and to ,.sign up for Luzier, Dave Gugerty, or John 
Ninth Annual Race Judicata on vitations and will be competing 
Thursday, April 16 at 4:15 p.m.' for the coveted 'first prize ~a~~-the Law School fiel-;;-N 
th on-Traditional Couples 
This is the annual Law School • trophy. here are some early predic- J , . , s 
running race for all law stu­ In the women's field, Mary tions: (1) Jack Luzier will n?t n H eterosexzst ystem
dents, faculty and staff. Decker-Slaney and Zola Budd run the race dressed as a pil­
The race route begins in front should provide some excite­ grim, but will instead wear a by Kenneth Yood questions and has in fact ex­
of O'Brian H~II and is fast, flat ment. (We had to get somebody costume resembling a New In November 1983, Sharon pressed wishes to be reunited 
and relatively short (2.4 miles). to give Jennifer Sanders some York reporter; (2) Wade New­ Kowalski was severely injured with Ms. Thompson. 
The race is sponsored by SBA, competition.) house will fire the starter's pis­ in a car accident. Now a quad-_ Despite the frightening rami­
which will provide all awards, Last year's race drew 60 tol to begin the race; (3) Katie riplegic, Ms. Kowalski is no fications of the above for the 
food and drink after the race. rights of all the disabled, manypeople and this year we are Kieb will run the race, though longer able to take care· of her­
hoping to double that number of the leading disabled rightsIf you're a beginning jogger she'll claim not to be entered self and is therefore confined to 
or have never entered a race be­ and have 50,000 screaming until seconds before the gun a nursing facility. Following this groups are shying away from 
fore, then this is a great oppor­ spectators lining the spine to goes off; and (4) Larry Specazzi · crippling accident, a battle en­ the case due to the overriding 
tunity to get a taste of competi­ root on the runners. Like last will not win the race. sued between Ms. Kowalski's issues of homosexuality. In Ms. 
tion. If you're an experienced year, there will be a commem­ P.S. Not every fact in this an­ father and her lover of four Thompson's own words, "(The 
racer looking for some hot com­ orative race T-shirt offered at nouncement is true - the years, Karen Thompson. case of Sharon Kowalski) is es­
petition, then you'll be glad to cost to all th.9se wishing to buy course is actually just a little Since the accident, Ms. tablishing case law that could 
Thompson has been denied all be used not only against gay 
visiting rights to Ms. Kowalski and lesbian couples and un­Oppression in Latin Am. Is Focus of NLG married heterosexual couples 
Oppression at home and political ptocess that have oc­ sentatives from New York moved to an inferior care facil ­ living together but against' 
abroad has been the focus of curred in Nicaragua since the State. ity by her father in order to every single human being, as 
the UB Chapter of the National Sandinista triumph in 1979. Thousands of anti-contra further insure that Ms. Thomp­ well. In one split second any of 
Lawyers Guild this semester. The display contrasted this messages have been mailed son does not have any access us could become Sharon Kow­
The Guild's Latin America Task progress with the destruction of from UB, according to Giacoma to his daughter. alski. We coulii be disabled 
Force (LATF) sponsored a slide life and property caused by and Robbie Billingsley, who In an effort to strip Ms. Kowal­
and Ms. Kowalski has been 
through accident or illness, and 
presentation by Carol Alt, who counter-revolutionary merce~ coordinated the endeavor. ski of all rights in the matter-, this case could be used to take 
spoke 'about the suspension of naries in the employ ofthe U.S. The NLG is currently plan­ her father and those represent­ our rights away from us." 
civil rights in Chile. taxpayer. The display was as­ ning to host a Nicaraguan sol­ ing him have consistently mis­ On April 3, at 4:30 p.m. in 
Alt, who recently r.eturned sembled from items collected dier, Frank Serrano, who will represented Ms. Kowalski's O'Brian Hall room 108, Ms. 
from a church-sponsored fact­ by law students who had re­ speak on issues of conscription, medical condition. Ms. Kowal­ Thompson will·speak about her 
finding tour of Chile, stressed cently studied in Nicaragua. contra violence, and health ski has been described by her custody battle'for Ms. Kowalski 
the need for an end to U.S. sup­ care. Serrano will be accom­ parents, their attorney, and the and related issues facing non­
port for the brutal dictatorship Richard Giacoma, chair of the panied by Mark Cook, from the straight press as a quadriplegic traditional couples in today's 
of General Pinoehet. LATF, encouraged Guild mem­ Central American Historical In­ totally helpless · mentally and heterosexist legal system. Ms. 
The Guild's LATF also pro­ bers to express concern to stitute (Managua). physically, totally incompetent, Thompson's talk is sponsored 
moted campus awareness of elected representatives about incapable of making any deci­ by the Law Students Civil· 
U.S. complicity in the contra-in­ the nature of aid to the contras. Both will speak on Thursday, sions for herself or communi­ Rights Research Counsel, the 
spired terror in Nicaragua. A In conjunction with the Buffalo March 26, in O'Brian Hall room cating her wishes in any way. Gay Law Students Organiza­
month-long display in the Law . Area Pledge of Resistance, the 108 at 7:30 p.m. and again on In contrast, there is docu_­ tion, the National lawyers 
Library highlighted the great Guild and the UB Greens spon­ Friday, March 27 at the Unitar­ mented evidence that Ms. Kow­ Guild, and the Associ!'ltion of 
strides in health care, literacy, sored a mail-in campaign di- · ian Church, Elmwood at. West alski can respond coherently to Women law Students. 
and popular participation in the rected at Congressional repre- Ferry, at 7:30 p.m. 
• ,continued from page IDouglass Moot Court . 
Black community. ployee payroll deduction plans 
In fact, the issue of tt:ie moot by large mainstream fund-rais- -
court problem posed a timely ing entities like the United Way. UB Law Student Special question · involving Black-con­ The problem was designed to 
trolled charitable organiza­ find some legal solutions to the 
o With Proper I.D. (21 & Over} · 
Q Q__,-p~ . . 0 II:> tions' ability to raise funds. This monopolistic arrangements 
situation is exacerbated by the existing within the fund-raising 
dominance of efficient fund­ sector. 
raising techniques such as em-,rf~~i - 2 FOR 1 DRINKS - •~ 
Becoming aPerson ■ • • continued from page 8 YjJjll~ l- MOVIE IS FREE - Latin and Third World heroes; and the emphasis is cognitive 
that is, a power, c.ontrol, cul­ and not biological. The person 
tural, ecol)omic, systems, in­ is now at least receptive to theFaculty and Staff Also stitution, program, process ap­ critical analysis of the Puerto 
proach. At this point of the Im­ Rican condition from a cultural, 
mersion stage the person is political and socio-economic 
able to begin to discard or seri ­ point of view. Accepted factors 
ously question the simplistic are incorporated and the per­
components of his worldview, son focuses or at least is now 8166 Main St. especially the tendency to­ highly receptive to discussions 
wards reverse and racism or and plans for action for the de­r Clarence, NY American thinking. velopment (liberation) of the 
' The American man is human­ Puerto Rican community and 
ized (painfully, American peo­ the necessary transformations 
ple are recognized as equal to of the Puerto Rican lifestyle. 
Puerto Rican people at birth) 
Welcome For Specials. 
·The Student Bar Association 
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UB LAW SCHOOL 
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- SAT. & SUN:­
MATINEES Cocktails at 6:30 p.m. Dinner at 7:30 p.m. 
1 :00 - 3:00 • 3:00 - 5:00 Dancing and Cash Bar $11 Per Person 
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SAVE $100. 
When you register early for BAR/BRI's 1987, 1988 or 1989 
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You get materials-NOW. And the nation's largest and most 
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